DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION OF RADIATION RESPONSE GENES IN SPLEEN, LUNG, AND LIVER OF RATS FOLLOWING ACUTE OR CHRONIC RADIATION EXPOSURE
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We analyzed the differential effects of histopathology, apoptosis and expression of radiation response genes after chronic low dose rate (LDR) and acute high dose rate (HDR) radiation exposure in spleen, lung and liver of rats. Female 6-week-old Sprague-Dawley rats were used. For chronic low-dose whole body irradiation, rats were maintained for 14 days in a 60Co gamma ray irradiated room and received a cumulative dose of 2 Gy or 5 Gy. Rats in the acute whole body exposure group were exposed to an equal dose of radiation delivered as a single pulse (137Cs-gamma). At 24 hours after exposure, spleen, lung and liver tissues were extracted for histopathologic examination, western blotting and RT-PCR analysis.

1. The spleen showed the most dramatic differential response to acute and chronic exposure, with the induction of substantial tissue damage by HDR but not by LDR radiation. Effects of LDR radiation on the lung were only apparent at the higher dose (5 Gy), but not at lower dose (2 Gy). In the liver, HDR and LDR exposure induced a similar damage response at both doses. RT-PCR analysis identified cyclin G1 as a LDR-responsive gene in the spleen of rats exposed to 2 Gy and 5 Gy gamma radiation and in the lung of animals irradiated with 5 Gy.

2. The effects of LDR radiation differed among lung, liver, and spleen tissues. The spleen showed the greatest differential effect between HDR and LDR. The response to LDR radiation may involve expression of cyclin G1.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High doses of ionizing radiation (IR) are often harmful to living organisms. However, at a low dose or low dose rate (LDR), radiation is not as harmful as once thought. Chronic LDR exposure to IR may have different effects than an equal dose of acute radiation. Reported effects of LDR radiation include stimulation of growth rate [1], enhancement of survival after lethal high-dose irradiation [2, 3], prolongation of life span, [4, 5] activation of immune functions [6-9], increased resistance to oxygen toxicity [10], improvement in mouse behavior [11], and disease prevention or cure [12-14]. Therefore, dose rate is a very important factor determining the biological consequences of IR.

Many natural and man-made sources of LDR-IR affect humans through occupational, medical, and environmental exposures. The carcinogenic effects of LDR exposure in humans have been reviewed [15]. However, a LDR strategy of IR is commonly employed as an effective radiotherapeutic strategy (termed brachytherapy) for some cancers including prostate, gynecologic, lung, breast, head and neck,
anal/rectal, and esophageal cancers, as well as soft tissue sarcomas. Indeed, the use of permanent LDR brachytherapy is a common treatment approach to low risk, early stage prostate cancer, in which radioactivity of a permanently implanted iodine or palladium seed decays over several months within the gland. LDR brachytherapy is also sometimes used in the treatment of coronary artery disease to prevent restenosis after angioplasty. Hence, a better understanding of the cellular response to LDR-IR is of clinical interest.

Cell and tissue sensitivity to IR is related to expression patterns of many endogenous genes. Various stimuli, including IR, produce genetic damage and changes in gene expression. Important factors determining outcome include whether the cell dies, the accuracy of repair of the radiation-induced damage, or whether the cell response leads to cell transformation and cancer. Whether the damage leads to cell death or survival is critical because death of a damaged cell removes a potential problem. If the cell does not die, it may acquire genomic instability and give rise to a population of cells with abnormally high susceptibility to gene and chromosomal instability, mutations, and other delayed effects [16-18]. Despite many epidemiologic studies addressing the effects of LDR radiation in exposed humans and experimental investigations on model animals and cells, the fundamental effects of radiation exposure remain unclear.

Previous studies have identified genes that are overexpressed in human peripheral blood lymphocytes [19] and radiation-inducible genes and proteins in several organs [20, 21]. We previously investigated the potential use of these genes as candidate blood biomarkers for radiation exposure, particularly local exposure [21].

This study explored whether total body exposure to chronic LDR or acute HDR irradiation induces differential expression of radiation-responsive genes in spleen, lung, and liver tissues of rats. We compared histopathologic changes, induction of apoptosis, and gene expression in these tissues after acute or chronic irradiation at total doses of 2 Gy and 5 Gy.

### 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Animals

Female 6-week-old Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were purchased from ORIENT-BIO (Seoul, Korea) and were housed in specific pathogen-free barrier facilities. The temperature and relative humidity in the exposure facility was maintained at 22 ± 2°C and 50 ± 10%, respectively, and both conditions were continuously monitored. Fluorescent lighting was provided for 12 hours each day. The studies were performed according to guidelines for use and care of laboratory animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI; authorization number KAERI- IACUC-2012-022).

#### Experimental design and irradiation

The experimental design is shown in Fig. 1. Twenty five rats were randomly divided into five groups. Two groups were irradiated with the high dose rate, two groups were irradiated with the low dose rate, and one group was the non-irradiated control. Whole body HDR radiation was generated using a $^{137}$Cs source (1 Gy·min$^{-1}$, MDS Nordion International, Ottawa, ON, Canada). Whole body LDR radiation was generated using a gamma phyto-tron ($^{60}$Co source, 150 TBq of capacity; Atomic Energy of Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada). Both doses were generated at the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI). LDR irradiation exposure was sustained for 14 days at dose rates of 5.95 and 14.88 mGy·h$^{-1}$ (total dose 2 Gy and 5 Gy, respectively). Twenty- four hours after completion of radiation treatment the rats were sacrificed and tissue samples were collected.

#### Tissue preparation

Twenty-four hours after irradiation the animals were killed and organs were promptly harvested. A portion of each tissue was fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. Sections 3–5 μm in thickness were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The remainder of the tissue was preserved in liquid nitrogen for later RNA preparation.

#### Western blot analysis

Organ tissues were homogenized in PRO-PREP™ lysis buffer (iNtRON, Gyeonggi-Do, Korea). Protein concentration was determined by the Bradford method (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The protein in denatured samples was resolved by 10–15% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and electrotransferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were immunoblotted with the appropriate primary antibody and treated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-IgG secondary antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, TX,
Table 1. Gene List Used in RT-PCR Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene name</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Primer sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>protein tyrosine kinase</td>
<td>Tyrosine phosphorylation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sialyltransferase</td>
<td>Glycosyltransferase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase</td>
<td>Antioxidant enzyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>phosphoglycerate kinase 1</td>
<td>Phosphoryltransferase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>transaldolase 1</td>
<td>Transfer of a three-carbon ketol unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>cyclin G1</td>
<td>Cell cycle regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>hsp25</td>
<td>Chaperone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>hsp70</td>
<td>Chaperone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>hsp90</td>
<td>Chaperone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>hsf1</td>
<td>Transcriptional factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Methodology

USA). The primary antibodies used were: β-actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, TX, USA) for loading control and antibody against cleaved caspase 3 (Cell Signaling Technology, MA, USA) for a measure of apoptosis. Immunoblotted proteins were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (EzWestLumi, Taito-ku, Tokyo, Japan).

Total RNA isolation

Total RNA was extracted from tissue using TRIreagent (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH, USA). Each 0.1 g sample was homogenized in 1 mL of TRIreagent for 10 min. The homogenized sample was centrifuged and the RNA was extracted from the supernatant according to the manufacturer's protocol. RNA status was always checked and degraded ones were excluded for performing RT-PCR.

RT-PCR

RNA (1–5 µg) was reverse transcribed into cDNA using a ReverTra Ace qPCR RT Kit (TOYOBO, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan) following the manufacturer's protocol. A total of 1 µL of the cDNA mixture was used for enzymatic amplification. PCR was performed with 1.75 mM MgCl₂, 0.2 mM dNTPs, Taq polymerase (GenDEPOT, Barker, TX, USA), and 0.5 µM of each primer for target genes in a thermal cycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The cycling conditions were denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 25-30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 20 s, annealing at 58°C for 10 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s. Primers are shown in Table 1. PCR products were separated by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with SafePinky DNA Gel Staining Solution (GenDEPOT, Barker, TX, USA). The products were quantified using an image analyzer with the Micro Computer Imaging Device (MICD) software program (Image Research, St. Catharines, ON, Canada).

Statistical analyses

Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical significance was determined using Student’s t-test.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Acute HDR radiation induces more serious organ damage than chronic LDR radiation, particularly in the spleen

To compare the radiation damage after HDR IR or LDR IR we selected the spleen, lung, and liver because they are particularly radiation-sensitive organs [20, 22, 23]. Spleen tissue of rats exposed to LDR of 2 Gy was similar to that of control rats except for some scattered necrosis. HDR using a dose of 2 Gy induced serious necrosis and mild hemorrhage in the red pulp. LDR with a dose of 5 Gy induced an irreg-
ular pattern involving both white and red pulp and the periarteriolar lymphoid sheaths, together with some necrosis, whereas HDR using a dose of 5 Gy produced massive splenic hemorrhage and highly expanded red pulp accompanied by destroyed borderline white pulp. LDR exposure using 2 Gy did not induce any histological changes in lung tissue compared with control lung tissue. Lungs of animals exposed to 5 Gy LDR, 2 Gy HDR, and 5 Gy HDR showed thickening of the alveolar walls by lymphocytes and macrophages and hyperplasia of lymphatic follicles in the respiratory tract. HDR with 5 Gy induced massive hemorrhage and severe infiltration of inflammatory cells in lung tissue. Liver tissue showed no pathologic difference between HDR or LDR radiation at a dose of 2 Gy and the control. Necrotic hepatocytes and cell swelling were seen in liver tissue following exposure of rats to both LDR and HDR at a dose of 5 Gy. Some of the cells were enucleated and displayed expanded sinusoids. Therefore LDR and HDR radiation produced similar effects in liver tissue (Fig. 2). These data indicate that LDR and HDR induced similar effects in different organs, even at the same total dose, with the spleen showing the greatest difference between HDR and LDR.

### 3.2 Cleavage of caspase 3 by HDR or LDR radiation

To determine whether pathologic differences between HDR and LDR exposure correlated with the induction of apoptosis, we examined caspase 3 activation by western blot analysis of caspase 3 cleavage in LDR- or HDR-irradiated liver, lung, and spleen tissues. In spleen tissue, HDR for 2 Gy and 5 Gy induced increased cleavage of caspase 3, whereas LDR at both doses induced minimal caspase 3 cleavage. In the lung, there was no difference in the cleavage of caspase 3 between unirradiated control and LDR exposure at doses of 2 Gy and 5 Gy. Similarly, 2 Gy HDR did not induce caspase-3 cleavage but 5 Gy HDR induced significant cleavage of caspase 3. Therefore, at a dose of 5 Gy there was a significant difference between LDR and HDR exposure in lung tissue. In the liver, both HDR and LDR exposure at doses of 2 Gy and 5 Gy induced cleavage of caspase 3. Liver tissue did not show appreciable differences between LDR and HDR exposure at the same dose. Therefore caspase 3 activation was differentially induced by HDR and LDR exposure at both 2 Gy and 5 Gy in the spleen and at 5 Gy only in the lung (Fig. 3).

### 3.3 Differential gene expression patterns in the spleen according to LDR or HDR exposure

To determine whether the differences in histopathology and the induction of caspase 3 cleavage between the LDR and HDR regimens was mediated by altered gene expression, we examined several previously identified radiation-responsive genes: ptk, st6gal1, sod, hsp25, hsp70, hsf1, ta1, and cyclin G1 [19-21, 24]. In spleen tissue, which showed the most significant difference in histopathology and caspase 3 activation between LDR and HDR exposure, expression of hsp25 and cyclin G1 was significantly increased by LDR exposure at a dose of 2 Gy and expression of hsp90 and ta1 was significantly increased by HDR at a dose of 2 Gy. Comparison of LDR and HDR exposure at 5 Gy revealed that LDR increased the expression of sod and cyclin G1 and decreased...
Fig. 2. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections of spleen, lung, and liver of irradiated rats. The figure shows representative microscopic images of rat spleen, lung, and liver after 2 Gy and 5 Gy administered as chronic LDR or acute HDR.
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Fig. 3. Western blot analysis of caspase-3 cleavage in tissue from spleen (A), lung (B), and liver (C). After exposure of rats to chronic LDR or acute HDR of 2 Gy and 5 Gy, lysates of spleen, lung, and liver tissues were analyzed by western blotting using antibody to the cleaved form of caspase-3. Each group included three rats. The relative protein band intensity was calculated from densitometric scans of the immunoblots with control values set at 1. Equal protein loading was confirmed by β-actin expression and cleaved caspase-3 expression was normalized to β-actin expression. (n=3, data are presented as means ± s.d.).
expression of *hsp90* and *ta1* whereas HDR increased the expression of *hsf1* and *hsp25*, compared with untreated control spleens. Therefore, *cyclin G1* was the only gene that was differentially affected by LDR irrespective of dose and may be a candidate LDR-responsive gene in the spleen. The number of genes
whose expression was affected by LDR was greater than the number affected by HDR (Fig. 4).

3.4 Differential gene expression patterns in lung tissue according to LDR or HDR exposure

Lung tissue showed only marginal differences between HDR and LDR exposure with respect to histopathology and cleavage of caspase 3. No significant induction of cleaved caspase 3 was detected after HDR exposure at a dose of 2 Gy, but 5 Gy HDR
exposure significantly induced the cleavage of caspase 3. However, LDR exposure did not induce the cleavage of caspase 3, even at the higher dose of 5 Gy. Analysis of gene expression patterns in the lung showed that 2 Gy LDR exposure decreased expression of sod and increased expression of hsp70 whereas 2 Gy HDR did not significantly alter gene expression patterns. In animals treated with a dose of 5 Gy, hsp70 and cyclin G1 were significantly overexpressed following LDR exposure and no gene was
differently expressed upon HDR exposure. Similar to spleen tissue, LDR exposure resulted in a greater change in gene expression patterns than HDR exposure (Fig. 5).

3.5 Differential gene expression patterns in liver tissue according to LDR or HDR exposure

Liver tissue showed no differences between HDR and LDR exposure with respect to histopathology and both HDR and LDR exposure induced cleavage of caspase 3. At a dose of 2 Gy, neither LDR nor HDR exposure significantly altered gene expression patterns. LDR exposure at 5 Gy induced increased expression of hsp90 and HDR exposure at 5 Gy increased expression of hsf1 (Fig. 6). Therefore, although LDR and HDR had a different effect on gene expression in the liver, the sensitivity of gene expression changes appeared to be similar between LDR and HDR exposure.

4. DISCUSSION

HDR radiation exposure can impair DNA repair and induce cancer or genetic disorders; however, less is known about the effect of LDR radiation. In this study, we compared histopathology, caspase 3 activation, and expression patterns of genes that were previously identified as being responsive to irradiation [19-21, 24] in spleen, lung, and liver tissues after acute (HDR) or chronic (LDR) exposure to ionizing radiation.

Spleen tissue showed the most dramatic differences between acute and chronic exposure. Chronic exposure produced little pathological change and minimal cell apoptosis in the spleen of irradiated rats compared with un-irradiated controls. In contrast, acute exposure induced serious pathologic changes and extensive apoptosis. This might be because spleen tissue contains many types of immune cells and LDR exposure may induce immunological activators that inhibit the radiation damage and apoptosis. This is supported by reports that immune cells show an adaptive response to low-dose radiation [25-28].

In lung tissue, acute exposure did not induce any significant increase in apoptosis at 2 Gy but did at 5 Gy, indicating a reduced sensitivity of lung tissue to IR compared with spleen tissue. Differences in pathologic changes and caspase 3 activation between chronic and acute exposure were apparent upon exposure to an IR dose of 5 Gy, although neither acute nor chronic exposure at a dose of 2 Gy induced any serious damage or apoptosis in lung tissue and there was no appreciable difference between LDR and HDR at the low dose. Therefore, lung showed LDR effects at a higher dose than spleen tissue.

In the liver tissue there were no apparent differences between acute and chronic exposure in terms of histologic changes and apoptosis, and caspase 3 activation was induced by both acute and chronic exposure regardless of dose. These results suggest that the liver is a more sensitive organ than the lung. The lack of LDR effects in liver tissue suggests that, unlike the spleen, liver may not possess sufficient immune cell populations or the necessary factors to inhibit the induction of radiation damage and apoptosis by LDR exposure.

The present results support the hypothesis that the spleen may be a radiation-responsive organ that is affected by dose rate, with LDR responses predominating. In lung tissue, LDR effects were induced only by relatively high doses of IR whereas liver tissue showed no differences between LDR and HDR at high and low doses. One of the key cellular responses to radiation exposure is the induction of a pathway that leads to apoptosis. Interestingly, the relative amounts of apoptosis vary between different tissues, and genetic modifiers of radiation-induced apoptosis act differently in different tissues [29, 30], suggesting cell-type specificity for apoptosis. Moreover, some reports have described that dose rate is important for radiation damage responses such as apoptosis. The present study comparing radiation damage according to dose rate in different organs demonstrates for the first time that the spleen is a sensitive organ that is responsive to LDR exposure, whereas the liver is not affected by dose rate if the total dose is the same. In the lung, LDR effects were only seen at a relatively high dose.

We previously analyzed genes that are overexpressed in human peripheral blood lymphocytes [19] and examined their expression in brain, heart, spleen, intestine, and lung, organs that show different radiosensitivities [24], after low dose acute radiation exposure (HDR IR with 0.2 Gy). We also examined the correlation between gene expression patterns and organ response by the induction of apoptosis and attempted to identify genes that might be responsible for any difference in radiation response. In an extension of these studies, in the current study we compared the expression patterns of radiation response genes according to LDR or HDR exposure. We found that expression of cyclin G1 was upregulated in the spleen in response to LDR at both 2 Gy and
5 Gy IR, whereas its expression was not induced by HDR exposure. Therefore, this gene may show a LDR-specific response in the spleen. Lung tissue also responded to 5 Gy LDR by up-regulation of cyclin G1 expression, but did not respond to LDR at the lower dose of 2 Gy. In liver tissue this gene was not responsive to LDR exposure, thus cyclin G1 expression correlated with pathologic and apoptosis findings. Cyclin G1 is a transcriptional target of p53 and is induced by DNA damage in a p53 dependent manner. Analysis of cyclin G1 disrupted mice demonstrated that cyclin G1 is involved in many of the functions regulated by p53 such as apoptosis, growth control and check point regulation in response to DNA damage. The results suggest that the main role of cyclin G1 is to mediate or regulate the function of p53 [31].

We failed to detect altered expression of the majority of selected genes following HDR exposure, even though these genes were identified as radiation-responsive genes in our previous studies [19-21, 24]. It is possible that doses of 2 Gy or 5 Gy HDR are too high to detect these genes or that earlier time points of examination are required since we previously identified these genes using low-dose IR (0.2 Gy and 1 Gy). Furthermore, some of the genes were significantly down-regulated, which may be next phenomena after activation.

In conclusion, LDR effects differed among lung, liver, and spleen tissues. The spleen showed the most differential response to HDR and LDR, and may undergo LDR-specific responses that reduce the radiation damage. Upregulated expression of cyclin G1 may be involved in these LDR effects.
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